Background: Androgen deprivation therapy in addition to radiation therapy (RT þ ADT) has shown benefits in local control and progression-free survival compared with RT alone for patients with locally advanced prostate cancer in Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 85-31. However, the survival gain may be diluted with increased toxicity of ADT. The aim of the study is to compare quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) values between two groups. Methods: We developed "quality-adjusted survival analysis using duration" (QASAD) and "qualityadjusted survival analysis using probability" (QASAP) to estimate the quality-adjusted survival time. The QASAD uses the median duration in each health state to weight the utilities, whereas the QASAP uses the proportional probability of being in each state for weighting. The survival and complication rates were reconstructed based on published KaplaneMeier survival curves, and the utility values for states were obtained from the previous literature. Results: QALYs values for RT þ ADT were generally higher than those for RT. The QASAD resulted in a QALY value of 4.93 [95% bootstrapped confidence interval (CI) ¼ 4.12e5.71] for RT and of 5.60 (95% CI ¼ 4.30e6.48) for RT þ ADT. QASAP resulted in a QALY value of 4.85 (95% CI ¼ 4.16e5.39) for RT and 4.96 (95% CI ¼ 3.73e5.78) for RT þ ADT. Conclusions: We showed that RT þ ADT provided slightly better quality-adjusted survival outcome than RT alone. The QASAD and QASAP methods may help the decision of optimal treatment balancing between survival gain and unfavorable quality of life.
Introduction
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) trial 85-31 showed that long-term androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) along with standard radiation therapy (RT) improved local control and progression-free survival among patients with locally advanced prostate cancer (clinical stage T3 or N1) compared with RT alone. In adjuvant ADT group, goserelin started during the last week of RT and continued indefinitely or until signs of progression. 1 Similar clinical trials which differed only in hormonal manipulation (RTOG 86-10 and 92-02) also showed clinical benefit of additional ADT. 2, 3 RTOG 86-10 compared short-term ADT (2 months before and during RT) þ RT with RT alone, and RTOG 92-02 evaluated shortterm (4 months) versus long-term (4 months þ additional 2 years) ADT during and after RT. By secondary analysis of these two trials, additional ADT showed cost-effectiveness. 4, 5 However, to the best of our knowledge, no decision analysis has been performed for RTOG 85-31. Because duration of ADT in RTOG 85-31 was the longest among these three trials, the survival gain may be significantly diluted with increased toxicity of prolonged ADT. Therefore, decision analysis based on quality-adjusted survival comparison of RTOG 85-31 might be most challenging among these three trials.
Initially, we aimed to compare quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) values between two groups. The QALY has become one of the most widely recognized survival outcome measurements for decision analysis. The QALY is a composite outcome measure in which the patient's survival time is scaled down according to his quality of life. A simple way to calculate the QALY is to multiply the length of life by a quality adjustment fraction, namely utility. 6 Despite concerns regarding methodological and practical difficulties in calculating the QALY, 7 it has gained popularity as a tool for evaluating clinical strategies. 8 Furthermore, it could be applied to coverage and reimbursement decision-making based on cost-effectiveness analysis.
To compare composite outcomes such as QALYs, several methods have been developed. 9 In the Markov method, 10 a finite number of health states and movements between the states are defined. Because the rates of movement of individuals between the states are quantified by transition probabilities, it is possible to model a stochastic process and to evaluate the long-term survival outcomes by incorporating diverse health states and timedependent factors. However, an investigator needs to conduct extensive evidence synthesis or make clinical assumptions to estimate transition probabilities. 10 Furthermore, current modeling strategies are often complicated or involve prespecified functions such as exponential survival function.
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The quality-adjusted survival method computes an overall quality outcome by combining the length and quality of the patient's survival into a single value. "Quality-adjusted time without symptoms or toxicity" (Q-TWiST) has been proposed. 9, 13 The QTWiST calculates a utility-weighted sum of time spent without disease symptoms or toxicity of treatment. The mean health state durations are usually estimated from the areas between the partitioned curves. 13 Although the Q-TWiST delivers a single measure of quantity (length) and quality of life, which can be extended to a parametric approach, it is cumbersome to define the TWiST states and the corresponding utility weights because various timelines and toxicities may exist. 13 Furthermore, time-dependent complication probabilities or utilities are not considered in this method. We found that current analytic methods are not satisfactory for complex clinical scenario such as RTOG 85-31. Therefore, we decided to develop new strategies to take various health states and persistent complications into account in the quality-adjusted survival analysis. Furthermore, we evaluated the quality-adjusted survival benefit of adjuvant ADT for patients who were treated with radiation for locally advanced prostate cancer using our new decision analysis methods.
Materials and methods
The newly developed methods, quality-adjusted survival analysis using duration (QASAD) of the states and quality-adjusted survival analysis using probability (QASAP) of the states, are fully described in Supplementary Methods.
We evaluated patient-centered outcomes with published data from RTOG 85-31 by the QASAD and QASAP, applying time-varying complications within various clinical health states.
The following assumptions were made: four health states, i.e., remission, biochemical recurrence (BCR), recurrence (radiological progression, local recurrence, or metastasis), and death, were considered. Remission included both during tumor response and no evidence of disease. In the RT group, ADT was applied only from occurrence of BCR to recurrence. In the RT þ ADT group, ADT was applied from the start of treatment until recurrence. The upper time limit was 9 years as this was the follow-up time for which published data were available. The types of toxicity were RT itself and grade-2 or higher gastrointestinal or genitourinary morbidity, where the time frame of RT was retained within 2.4 months in both groups. The BCR-free, recurrence-free, and overall survival rates for both groups were available from the study by Lawton et al. 1 The complication rates used in this study were taken from the pooled data of similar trials (RTOG 85-31, 86-10, and 92-02) reported in the study by Lawton et al. 14 Survival and toxicity rates were indirectly extracted from reported survival curves using the DigitizeIt software (version 2.0.5, Braunschweig, Germany). 15 X (year) and Y (survival proportion) coordinates were digitally converted from KaplaneMeier curve figures of RTOG 85-31 report. We used this estimated data set for analysis. Utility values were obtained from the Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Registry (available at: www. cearegistry.org) and previous publications (Table 1) .
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As one-way sensitivity analyses, we calculated the QALY values for a range of plausible utility values ( Table 2 ). Probabilistic sensitivity analysis was carried out using Monte Carlo simulation with 1,000 simulated samples. The beta distribution for utilities and the mean and standard deviation of each parameter are shown in S1 Table. 16 The 95% confidence interval (CI) was estimated by bootstrapping. 17 The QASAD and QASAP calculations and sensitivity analyses were performed to integrate survival data extracted from RTOG 85-31 and plausible utilities using code developed in-house (available on request from the corresponding author) in the R programming language (http://www.R-project.org). For the combined health states and complications, the common utility estimates were obtained using the multiplicative or minimum methods. 18 
Results
The overall QALY values obtained using multiplicative QASAD were 0.81 (Table 2 ). In the RT þ ADT group, the QALY value for the remission state was noticeably higher than that in the RT group because patients stay much longer in this state than those in the RT group.
Sensitivity analyses showed that the overall QALY values in the RT þ ADT group were generally higher than those in the RT group in both the QASAD and QASAP analyses. However, the overall differences were subtle, and the differences across various health states were diverse ( Table 2 ). The highest values across all states for the one-way sensitivity analysis of the QASAD were noted for the RT þ ADT group, indicating the superiority of this treatment. In the QASAP, RT was found to be the favorable treatment when the utility value of remission approached perfect health. The probabilistic sensitivity analysis resulted in QALY values of 4.93 (95% CI ¼ 4.12e5.71) for the RT group and 5.6 (95% CI ¼ 4.30e6.48) for the RT þ ADT group when using the multiplicative QASAD method. The QALYs based on the multiplicative QASAP method were 4.85 (95% CI ¼ 4.16e5.39) for the RT group and 4.96 (95% CI ¼ 3.73e5.78) for the RT þ ADT group. Fig. 1 illustrates the distributions of the QALY values obtained from the probabilistic sensitivity analyses.
Discussion
Most guidelines support the combination of RT with ADT based on high level evidence. 19, 20 Typically, ADT begins either at the beginning of RT or 2e3 months before, but the accompanying component is critical to the potency of RT. Long-term ADT, from 2 years to 3 years is recommended for locally advanced prostate cancer rather than short term (6 months). Nowadays, the role of concomitant ADT with RT is expanding as evidence is getting accumulated. Recent the Groupe d'Etude des Tumeurs Uro-G enitales (GETUG)-the Association Française d'Urologie (AFU) 16 and RTOG 9601 trials demonstrated that adding ADT during salvage RT benefits men with BCR after radical prostatectomy. 21, 22 However, actual combination of RT with ADT is not common in daily practice. Only 32.1% of salvage RT patients received ADT in the United States. 23 The most likely reason is that ADT can cause many adverse effects ranging from hot flush, sexual dysfunction, diabetes, osteoporosis, and cardiovascular disease to depression and cognitive decline. 24 Therefore, long-term use of ADT can badly affect the quality of life. Clinicians must balance the benefits and harms of ADT; therefore, we need reliable decision analysis based on qualityadjusted survival comparison. Application of our models to RTOG trial 85-31 demonstrated that adding ADT to RT improved the quality of life. Under some extreme conditions such as assuming a perfect utility of the Remission state, adding ADT to RT does not seem to be improved the QALY values. However, the QASAD showed 14% improvements and QASAP showed 2e3% improvements in overall QALY values and probabilistic sensitivity analyses in the RT þ ADT group. Our results were in agreement with those obtained in previous decision analyses using the Markov method, in which short-term ADT before and during RT resulted in a higher mean QALY value than RT alone (6.43 vs. 5.48) in RTOG 86-10, 4 and 2-year additional ADT had a better mean QALY than short-term ADT þ RT (4.13 vs. 3.68) in RTOG 92-02. 5 Because the purpose of the Markov model is to incorporate all stages, 25 the number of parameters increases with the number of stages. For this reason, a Markov model with limited number of stages is sometimes constructed. 12 Moreover, heterogeneity and bias may be introduced when estimating parameters and performing model calibration from limited data sources. 26 In contrast BCR, biochemical recurrence; GI, gastrointestinal; GU, genitourinary; RT, radiation therapy; RT þ ADT, radiation therapy plus androgen deprivation therapy.
Table 2
Application of quality-adjusted survival analysis using duration (QASAD) and quality-adjusted survival analysis using probability (QASAP) on RTOG 85-31. BCR, biochemical recurrence; CI, confidence interval; GI, gastrointestinal; GU, genitourinary; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; RTOG, Radiation Therapy Oncology Group; RT, radiation therapy; RT þ ADT, radiation therapy plus androgen deprivation therapy. "Multiplicative" and "minimum" refer to the method used to calculate the QALY values (see Supplementary data in Online Resource 1).
to the Markov method, in which many simulated estimates for transition probabilities are obtained from different data sources, our method is suitable for direct estimation of the QALY from cohort data. Another merit of our method is that it allows easy visualization of the models using decision tree diagrams. Furthermore, the QASAD and QASAP can cope with dynamic modeling components, assuming time-varying complication probabilities, and they can include discounting factors in the utilities. In our opinion, the QASAD is appropriate for diseases where the median survival time is obtainable for every state, and survival curves are characterized by an exponential shape. One such example is cancer metastasis, where the spread of cancer and corresponding stages are well defined. The QASAP is applicable to cases with long-term outcomes and possibly to more complex transitions over timedependent complications. Because QASAP allows more flexibility in modeling perspectives than QASAD, QASAP may be more suitable for treatment comparisons in general situation. Alzheimer's disease is such an example where patients progress through exacerbating stages of the disease and require a long-term treatment with persisting risk of complications over time. When applying Q-TWiST to RTOG 95-31 trial, there were several uncertain areas in defining states and utilities. Defining duration with toxicity (TOX) was not straightforward because adverse event could be occurred during any course of RT or ADT, and it was similar in defining TWiST because symptom-or toxicity-free period was not plausible in RT þ ADT groups. Q-TWiST assumed the same utilities in BCR progression-free and recurrence-free states and could not incorporate long-term toxicity such as gastrointestinal or genitourinary.
Our new methods naturally have several limitations. First, we assumed that the states are ordered, and backward movements are not allowed in the QASAD, which is a strong assumption of the QTWiST method. The Q-TWiST method restricts the health states to three time frames: "time having subjective toxic side effects," "TWiST," and "time following systemic relapse." In contrast, our models require no further assumptions for any health states that are naturally ordered. In the QASAP, even the constraints on irreversible states are relaxed. Furthermore, we utilized the marginal probabilities of states, whereas the Markov model intends to estimate the transition probabilities between states. As our strategy reduces the number of parameters to be estimated, the number of parameters in the QASAD and QASAP increases linearly, while the number of parameters in a first-order Markov method is quadratic in the number of states. Second, the QASAD is reliable only if the total follow-up period is long enough to estimate the median duration. If the median duration does not correctly reflect the overall survival pattern, the restricted mean duration of survival time is a possible estimate, and the QASAP is a more appropriate alternative. Third, whereas a Markov process can be defined based on an extended time horizon, our methods involve marginal movements within the states that are characterized over a fixed period for a given cohort of patients. Fourth, both the QASAD and QASAP require reliable survival statistics from cohort data. Unless high-quality survival outcome data are available, our methods are not applicable, whereas the Markov method can still be used in such a case to conduct comparisons based on conjecture or simulation. Fifth, although complication probabilities tend to be dependent, we assumed them to be independent for practical reasons as the complication probabilities for each state were not obtainable for most trials.
Our method allows for elaboration. In our clinical example, as a nonparametric approach, we extracted patient data from published KaplaneMeier survival curves. If survival is a known parametric function of time, a comparison can be made over various upper limits T. 27 If certain baseline covariates are known to be associated with different prognoses, we can extend our methods using a regression model such as the proportional hazards model 4 or the additive risks model 28 to account for the effect of covariates on the hazard function. To account for uncertainty of the parameter settings, it is important to address variations such as probabilistic sensitivity analyses or bootstrapped confidence intervals. When covariate information is available which provides useful information about survival patterns, one may perform subgroup analyses to explore different patterns. Finally, our method can be extended to cost analysis if utility is replaced with cost.
Conclusions
We developed the QASAD and QASAP as alternative qualityadjusted survival analysis methods. Our methods are readily applicable for diseases that require survival outcome and quality-oflife assessment. Both methods represent an improvement in patient survival over various states accounting for life quality. The merit of our methods is that they incorporate time-dependent complication rates and utilities for joint health states into existing qualityadjusted survival analysis. We also demonstrated that adding long-term ADT to RT provided slightly better quality-adjusted survival outcome than RT alone using the QASAD and QASAP.
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